November 15, 2015
“When The Unthinkable Happens”
(Mark 13:1-8, 24-32)

Each time a great ____________ has occurred; people have thrown up
their hands and said, “This is it!” Each time they’ve been __________!
Jesus _____________ his disciples against misinterpreting contemporary
events as indicators of the end.

There are many unthinkable events recorded in _____________. There
are some recorded in the __________.
The Temple was an architectural ____________ of the ancient world.
To think that their temple would be destroyed was unthinkable! The
temple represented their _____________ as God’s people.
Jesus talks about the coming _________________ of the temple and then
uses this opportunity to talk to the disciples about the _______ of time.

The important thing is for us to be __________ to meet God!
3.- Jesus made it very clear that ____________ knows when the end
of time will be!
Foolish people keep setting ________, but so far they’ve been totally
__________!
If you run into somebody determined to announce how soon the end will
come, ask them if they think they are smarter than ___________.

Mark 13 is one of the so-called _______________ chapters in the Bible.
Jesus said 3 things about the end times that could be very helpful to us:

We can have ____________ feelings, or opinions, that we think it can’t
be much longer, but, we don’t __________ when the end will be!

1.- The first concerns _________ teachers.

Life is __________________.

There’s a popular belief in fairly recent times about the end of life on
earth knows as “The _____________.”

Regardless of what comes, God will never __________ you nor
____________ you!

Books and movies on the subject have stirred up a lot of __________
among impressionable readers.

Don’t let false teachers fill your mind with needless ____________.

Those who espouse such concerns seem to confuse fear with
___________!
The constant admonition of Jesus is “Don’t be ___________!”
2.- Misinterpreting contemporary events such as wars and natural
disasters as _______________ that the end is at hand.
There have always been ____________ disasters and there will always
be such disasters.

No one knows what the future holds, but we know ________ holds the
future!

God holds the future and we are God’s own children.
Do not be afraid! Just be READY!

